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FOOTBALL GOES POP!
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FOOTBALL AND MUSIC,
A HISTORY IT’S WORTH CONSIDERING FOR A MINUTE OR TWO.
At its best musical enhancement to a football occasion is momentous.
Who among us can think of Italia’90 for more than a minute before
either Nessun Dorma or World in Motion start providing the internal
soundtrack? At its worst? Well, now there lies a tale.
You see those Three Lions moments are few and far between and more
often than not it’s a D-List singer, a chorus based around a football
chant, awkward dancing on television and a lot of scarf holding.
(Seriously, look back at some videos, the level of scarf holding is huge)
There’s various types of football song. There’s the theme song, the dun,
dun, dun, dun derdundundundun of Match of the Day for instance.
These are hit or miss but the best seep into the wider public conscious
quicker than a viral cat video. Then there’s the earnest - Kevin Keegan
embarking on a solo career with Head Over Heels and believing there
was serious legs in it once he’d finished playing. There never was,
Kevin, there never was.
Finally there’s the cynical. The cash-in song formerly wrapped around
the hook of an FA Cup final but these days mostly about major
tournament appearances and featuring James Corden. It should be
noted these circumstances have occasionally given us gold but the key
word here is ‘occasionally’. Very occasionally at that. Remember Go
For It by Coventry City in 1987? Neither do we.

So we can say their relationship is a rollercoaster at best, a car crash
at worst. However, even in the darkest moments, the real Englandsquad-on-Wogan bad times, there is often something that lives long
after that terrible chorus has gone. Whether it’s Ossie winning the
cup for Totting-ham or those Diamond Lights, Manchester United and
Status Quo together at last, or even a pre-New Order John Barnes’
best on The Anfield Rap, something about football and music together
leaves a lasting impression.
So what is this book - a celebration or a funeral pyre? Well, we are
here merely to remind you of some of those highs and lows. We all
know about Abide With Me but have you ever wanted a Dukla Prague
away kit for Christmas? You can remember Fat Les’ Vindaloo but did
you know Elvis Costello was on Football Italia? For these reasons and
more this book exists, and we can only apologise while deep down
being completely unrepentant about some of the memories we hope
to jog.
So grab your pencils and dive in. We suggest a trip to the YouTube
mines to listen to some of these ‘classics’. Overall just enjoy the
enthusiasm of it all - who among us doesn’t smile at the thought of
the Arsenal squad throwing themselves into an awful cover version of
Donna Summer’s Hot Stuff? Football songs are mostly about fun, and
this book is too, so join us in celebrating when Football Goes Pop.

Ally’s army

frank Sidebottom

Glenn & Chris - Diamond Lights
Nothing about this really worked. You get two
England internationals with surnames that are
melodious to say together – Hoddle and Waddle –
and you release their music under the name Glenn
& Chris. Knowing you have two of the best on-pitch
movers in the game, you book them an appearance
on Top Of The Pops, and what you actually get is the
first two dads on the dance floor awkwardly bobbing
from side to side. And then there are the lyrics you’re
asking them to sing, let’s go line-by-line.

Eyes that freeze like ice - Not a bad start, sort of works as a sort of a metaphor.
Cold electric blue those diamond lights - Can you get blue diamonds? No idea.
You were hard as stone - Now that’s just rude.
Solid stone, for me - See above.
The colours change rearrange my life - Literally no idea what this means.
Can’t explain so afraid tonight - Of what - colours? I’m really lost.
Darling I love you - So who are you afraid of? What on earth’s happening here?
My diamond lights I’ll always want you - You said they were too cold, make your mind up.
I don’t get it, like I said before nothing really worked.

Things former footballer Craig Johnston has been involved
in inventing or creating: Adidas Predators, a TV game show,
several innovations in football boot design for various companies,
a device for hotels to work out what’s been taken from a minibar,
a coaching system for children that integrates football within
their schooling, and The Anfield Rap. He’s also an extremely
talented photographer who has taken photos used in international
advertising campaigns and shown in galleries around the world.
For someone with that much creativity within we can almost
forgive him for rhyming ‘Arsenal’ with ‘as hell’.

The anfield Rap

Tottingham & Chas ‘n’ Dave
There’s something endearing about musician fans of a football club having the chance to
record an FA Cup final song. It feels like a once-in-a-lifetime chance, the perfect intersection of
talent and opportunity. Therefore Chas & Dave having the chance to write four just seems selfish.
They did provide the world with the glorious Ossie’s Dream (“win the cup for Tott-ting-ham”)
but a year later they were at it again as Spurs reached the 1982 FA Cup final and as the law
of diminishing returns dictates, Tottenham Tottenham was nowhere near as good. By the time
we reached 1987 Hot Shot Tottenham! felt like a stretch and the less said about 1991’s
The Victory Song the better, in fact we’re reasonably certain this is the first time it’s
been mentioned in approximately two and a half decades.

Super Furry Animals - The Man Don’t Give A [REDACTED]
The Super Furry’s single The Man Don’t Give A [REDACTED] claimed the then record for
the most instances of the word [REDACTED] in a single song. We’re fairly certain this is the
first colouring book to celebrate that fact. The single’s cover featured a dedication to the man
flicking the V-sign in the photograph, Robin Friday, a footballer who it would be fair to say
didn’t give a [REDACTED]. Our favourite Robin Friday story? We’re glad you asked, it’s
definitely the time he went into a nightclub and took his [REDACTED] [REDACTED] and
[REDACTED] in front of [REDACTED] and said, “[REDACTED] [REDACTED] and you can
[REDACTED] [REDACTED] [REDACTED] too”. He really didn’t give a [REDACTED].

Paul Gascoigne - Fog on the Tyne
It’s incredible that Italia’90 birthed two such genuinely wonderful football songs in
Nessun Dorma and World in Motion. When you have such high highs karma dictates
that somewhere there has to be a pretty low low for balance. Enter Gazza’s musical
career, a blatant cash-grab at the height of Gazzamania, and vocals not so much put
through a mixer as pleading for a quick and merciful death. It reached number two
in the charts because people are stupid.

find OUT WhERE THE BALL ENDED UP AT
www.punditcolouring.com/answers

spot the ball!

USA’94, the glitz and glamor of an opening ceremony. Diana Ross performs and as part of her routine
she needs to score a penalty from about six yards out against a goalkeeper who will deliberately let it
in. Upon hitting the net the goal itself will break in two so Diana can triumphantly run straight through
the middle and up onto the stage. As soon as she scores she will burst into I’m Coming Out and we’ll all
have a nice day, y’all. All she has to do is score that penalty. Six yards out in a regulation sized goal.
A goalkeeper who will let it in. Just hit the target, Diana, or you’ll ruin all that preparation. Have a little
dance on the run up if you want, a stutter if you’d like, just don’t miss.

Diana Ross Misses That Penalty

Luciano Pavarotti - Nessun Dorma
There is merely a before and after when it comes to talking about Italia’90. Before English football was a violent mess, bereft
on the pitch, at war in the stands. After? Hope. We actually had hope and a hero, a tearful Geordie who we all took to our hearts.
The summer that birthed Gazza-mania and England’s best performance at a tournament since 1966 was sound-tracked in unlikely
fashion by the BBC’s choice of opening music: Nessun Dorma, (None Shall Sleep), an aria from the opera Turandot. Performed by
Luciano Pavarotti the song became an anthem and still to this day people all over England of a certain vintage become wistful at its
mere mention. From a tournament packed with iconic moments came a football song for the ages, a touch of class if you will,
after all not all football songs can be written by Chas ‘n’ Dave.

who does snoop dog support today?
Football shirts Snoop Dogg has been pictured in to date: Manchester United (home and
away), Celtic, Arsenal, Cardiff City, QPR, Chelsea (home and away), AC Milan (home and
away), Liverpool (home and away), Ajax, Barcelona (home and away), Brighton and Hove
Albion, Spain, Croatia, Birmingham City, Chivas, Juventus, Norwich City, England, Bayern
Munich (home and away), Galatasary and many, many more, hence our handy cut out and
keep guide. Don’t fancy drawing any of them? No problem, draw what you like, it is only a
matter of time before he wears your club’s colours, trust us.

Fold

Fold

Photocopy this page.
Glue The Snoop Doggy Doll to some thin card.
Carefully cut out The Snoop Doggy Doll and fold the base so it stands up.
Colour in the shirts in your team colours.
Cut out the shirts and fold the tabs.
Hang your chosen shirt on The Snoop Doggy Doll.
Fo Shizzle.

Three Lions - Baddiel & Skinner & The Lightning Seeds
It’s coming home, it’s coming home, it’s coming, football’s coming home.
We don’t really need to say much more do we? No? Good.

Putting together the English FA and New Order could only be the work of one man; Tony Wilson.
Nobody else would have had the bravery to take one of the country’s biggest and most experimental bands,
take on the single most uncool project available—an official England song for a World Cup—throw in a comedian
to help with lyrics, get John Barnes to rap and somehow, some way, produce one of the very best songs in this colouring
book. World in Motion would be good without the football angle, throw in the summer of 1990 and all that went along
with it and you have the tune that still means everything today. ‘We ain’t no hooligans, this ain’t a football song.’
When you think about that line you realise they’re words to live by.

New Order - World In Motion

The FA Cup Final is nothing without its traditions: the walk up Wembley Way, TV coverage that starts before breakfast,
Ronnie Radford, and since 1927 the traditional hymn Abide With Me being sung 15 minutes before kick-off making fans
of a certain vintage misty eyed. At its best this is accompanied by a full brass band and sung by a famous singer giving
it their all, our favourite of recent times being Katherine Jenkins in 2004. Manchester United and Millwall fans alike
sung along, cried and said “waheyyyyyyy” when they realised they were on the big screen at the Millennium Stadium.
Emotional stuff.

Abide with me

Kevin Keegan
Kevin Keegan is an evocative name. To say it out loud is to think of a curly-haired England striker causing havoc in the
opposition’s penalty box. It is to think of the only British player to have ever won the Balon d’Or twice. It’s that Newcastle
United side of the mid-90s being roared on by their enthusiastic manager to score one more than their opponents. It’s a
singer with a shirt collar so large he might take off and flares so wide they echo. Wait, say that last one again? Yep, at
the peak of his popularity in 1979 King Kev released Head Over Heels and watched it rocket up the charts to number
31. Hard to believe he actually managed to do something more painful than falling off that bike on Superstars.

An FA Cup Final song from each of the finalists is a thing of the past these days and we’d love to say we missed
it. We’d love to tell you there was a rich history of World In Motion-level material to dip into, and we’d love to
tell you the music transcends mere football rivalry to become genuinely good. Unfortunately none of that is the
case and more often than not you got a band like Status Quo reworking one of their ‘classics’ with ill-fitting
lyrics and a squad chucked into a recording booth to chant an earworm chorus. C’mon You Reds wasn’t a bad
song, it’s just that it wasn’t a good song either, it was literally just a song. Don’t think about the chorus, you’ll be
humming it all day…

Manchester united & STatus quo
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Quite simply, one of the best songs featuring football ever written.
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So he’d send his doting mother up the stairs with the stepladders, To get the Subbuteo out of the loft, He had all the accessories required
for that big match atmosphere, The crowd and the dugout and the floodlights too, You’d always get palmed off with a headless centre
forward, And a goalkeeper with no arms and a face like his, And he’d managed to get hold of a Dukla Prague away kit, ‘Cos his uncle
owned a sports shop and he’d kept it to one side, And after only five minutes you’d be down to ten men, ‘Cos he’d sent off your right back
for taking the base from under his left winger, And come to half time you were losing four-nil, Each and every goal a hotly disputed
penalty, So you’d smash up the floodlights and the match was abandoned, And the dog would bark and you’d be banned from his house,
And your travelling army of synthetic supporters, Would be taken away from you and thrown in the bin.

Dukla prague Away kit - Half Man Half Buscuit
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Colour By Numbers

Arsenal - Hot stuff
You know the song, the Donna Summer disco classic used to such great effect
in 1997’s The Full Monty. So did Arsenal and upon reaching 1998 FA Cup Final
they decided to take on a classic and include such lyrics as ‘Started out the season nothing stopped us, Everything was going Wright Wright Wright! Walking in a Bergkamp
Wonderland, When Parlour was our Ray of light’. Takes some nerve to rewrite a song
considered one of the best of all time, one regularly featured in 100 Greatest This-and-That
lists, and then include Ray Parlour’s name in it. Did they succeed in improving on a classic?
No. No they did not.

Heading out to Euro ’88 in Germany, England were in fine fettle. Only stopped at the
World Cup two years earlier by that chap’s handball (we forget his name) we were joint
favourites to win the forthcoming European Championships, what was required was
a jolly, upbeat song about winning because that’s what we were absolutely positively
100% going to do. Stock, Aitken and Waterman were employed to write the perfect
tune and came up with All The Way, and an appearance on Wogan was booked to
perform the song before departing. What followed was three minutes of awkward
dancing, several England players on exercise equipment miming along to the song,
Chris Woods repeatedly swaying in the wrong direction and Bobby Robson gleefully
trying to keep it all together in a lovely blue England V-neck jumper. All in all it was
pretty embarrassing but no matter, we’d forget all about it when we won the Euros. Our
record there you say? Played three, lost three, back home within six days. Not so much
All The Way as Never Got Started.

The 1988 England Squad - All The Way

Occasionally football throws up strange bedfellows. Diego Maradona and Bradley Walsh sharing the pitch at Soccer Aid for example,
or David Beckham looking across the England dressing room and seeing Franny Jeffers there. One of the very best occurred on Channel
Four’s wonderful Football Italia coverage in 1995 when Juventus fan Elvis Costello appeared as a pundit with James Richardson for a game
between Genoa and Sampdoria. Not only was Costello incredibly knowledgeable about the game they were watching that afternoon but he
also took the time to wax lyrical about Juve’s 4-1 win over Fiorentina the previous night. We yearn for more of this sort of thing, how do we
get Olly Murs to critique a La Liga game?

ELVIS COSTELLO ON FOOTBALL ITALIA

Celeb Fans
Everyone knows celebrity fans are a tricky bunch and the worlds of football and music don’t often sit well together.
Major celebrities can be a transient bunch when it comes to their football affections, Justin Bieber for example may
ask his millions of fans What Do U Mean? every night on stage but we want to know why he’s been spotted in the
shirts of Everton, Chelsea, Barcelona, Stratford City of Canada and (genuinely) Southend United? Here are four of
the better examples of celebs who have stuck with their clubs through thick and thin, or at least until someone gave
them a different top to wear.

Fat Les - Vindaloo
Nah na nahhhhh, nah na nahhhh, nah na nah, nah na nah, nah nahhhhhh.
Easy this song-writing lark isn’t it? Well, no, but one thing you do need is a catchy hook.
If you have that you can get away with lyrics like ‘can I introduce you please to a piece of
Cheshire cheese’ and call the whole thing an art project. Vindaloo was supposed to be a
parody but finds itself adopted by those it was supposed to mock. Only thing more iconic
than that hook? That Bittersweet Symphony-aping video.

Andy CameroN - Ally’s Tartan Army
Released in 1978 to celebrate Scotland’s journey to the World Cup in
Argentina it became yet another jokey football song immediately adopted by the
terraces. Never has a song sounded more Scottish—pipes, organs, choirs, a dig at
England’s failure to qualify—they threw the whole deep-fried Mars bar at it. We’ll
really shake them up when we win the World Cup sang Andy Cameron, because
Scotland were ‘the greatest football team’. Argentina begged to differ and ended
up as champions, Scotland lost to Peru, drew with Iran and couldn’t score enough
against Holland to qualify out of the group stages. Still, any team who has ever
sung We’re On The March or We All Follow owes Scotland that at least.

Brilliant adverts don’t come along often. There are far more dull and repetitive
insurance company sing-a-longs than genuinely innovative fare. In 1998 a major
sportswear manufacturer gave us a song, a situation and a Cantona cameo for the
ages. There are too many moments to pick a favourite but Ronaldo cementing his place
as football’s most recognisable face by hitting the post is just lovely. All together now,
‘Mas Que Nada, nobody knows the next line, or the one after that, or this one eith-errr,
oh ba, oh ba, oh baaaa’

Mas Que Nada (Nike’s France ’98 advert)

Match of the day Theme
Written in 1970 by Barry Stoller, if you whistle the first few bars of the
MotD theme then by law someone else will finish it for you. Seriously,
is there anyone who doesn’t recognise it by the introduction alone?
For us the original version is still the best, the latter day remixes
with a touch of extra drums here and the odd keyboard there
just don’t cut it. Dun dun dun dun derdun derdundunnnn...

frank sidebottom
Comedian Chris Sievey’s cherished creation Frank Sidebottom was so in love with football that he founded
his own team, Timperley Bigshorts, as well as championing the causes of Manchester City and Altrincham
FC. He also created a myriad of football songs throughout his life, too many to list in entirety here but
we must ask you to listen to The Robbins Aren’t Bobbins or Guess Who’s Been On Match Of The Day?
if you get the chance. In fact just go to YouTube and listen to as much Frank Sidebottom as you can find.
Seriously, do it.

